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as it occurs, and have added English translations. These quaint Persian couplets are very characteristic of the Indian Mughal issues. The first are found^ but very rarely, on the coins of Akbar. It was under his successor Jahangir that the coin distich attained its greatest vogue. Each important mint had its own special eouplet? and some had more than one. The title Nfiru-facfon, &Light of the Faith', which the emperor adopted on his accession, easily lent itself to the manufacture of couplets, and the Court poets showed much ingenuity in their varied treatment of the subject After Jahinglr's time it may be stated as a general rule that each of the emperors who used couplets adopted his own distich, and had it stamped on aE the coins of his reign.
It is well known that many coins bearing the names of the Mughal emperors were not struck by their authority. For instance, the East India Company struck millions of rupees in the name of Shah 'Alain II The rise of independent States, which accompanied the gradual decay of the Mughal Empire, was signalized by the issue of coin, Mughal in nothing but name. In the earlier stages each new power preferred to shelter under the aegis of Dehll, and to take advantage of what still remained of the imperial prestige by striking coin in the name of the' regnant emperor, and by imitating the imperial issues. These imitations can usually be distinguished by their style and local devices.. It is necessary to decide what are to be accepted as Mughal coins, and to distinguish the imperial issues from the early currencies of Native States and of, the various East India Companies. Mr. H. Nelson Wright has made an allusion to the matter in his Preface, and has accepted as Mughal issues all coins down to the close of the reign of Shah 'Alain II which bear the name of the ruling emperor, excluding only obvious issues of the East India Companies.'
It is clear that imperial coins should. satisfy the following criteria:—

